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AND OVERVIEW

In recent years amino acid sequences for many integral membraneproteins
have been determined. At the same time theoretical
arguments and
experimental evidence have accumulated to indicate that transbilayer
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helices are a major motif in integral membraneprotein structure. It maybe
possible to determine the location of such transmembranehelices directly
from aminoacid sequences using scales of polarity and sequential search
protocols. The purpose of this review is to examine the approaches that
h~.ve been used and to assess their utility. It is an opportunetime to consider
the issues, since the structure of three integral membrane
proteins that are
contained in the photosynthetic reaction center of Rhodopseudomonas
viridis have been determined at high resolution. This new structural
information, combined with increasing evidence concerning the structure
of bacteriorhodopsin, permits a critical test of the mainideas involved in
searching sequences for transbilayer structural elements.
Wefind that search procedures based on a moving windowthat scans a
sequencetwenty residues at a time are suitable for finding the transbilayer
helices that are knownto exist. For very nonpolar helices separated by
polar polypeptides, manyof the proposed polarity scales succeed equally
well; where the helices contain more polar groups, however, the choice of
scales becomescritically important.
In our discussion we consider the arguments that support the notion that
helical structure will be a dominant motif in integral membraneprotein
organization. Weintroduce and discuss the problem of suitable scaling of
amino acids in terms of their polar and nonpolar characteristics,
and
di.scuss further the use of such scales in prediction of protein structure.
Finally, we examinethe cases in which the validity of predictions can be
a,asessed. It is our contention that a suitable scale and protocol can lead to
the successful identification of transmembranehelical structures in integral
rnembrane proteins.
INTRODUCTION
Since the determination of the first protein structures, it has been generally
observed that the interiors of proteins tend to contain fewer charged and
polar residues and morenonpolar residues than the surfaces in contact with
water (3, 44, 45, 67, 103). The role of the hydrophobic effect in protein
fi31ding has received constant and detailed attention since Kautzmann’s
influential discussion (43). The notion that hydrophobicity is an energetic
determinant in protein folding has led to attempts to characterize the
surfaces in contact with water (9, 10, 51), to document the hydrophobic
components
of interior regions of proteins (10, 12, 28, 39, 79), and to develop
quantitative scales of the relative polarity of each amino acid in a
polypeptide(12, 19, 21, 22, 29, 40, 49, 53, 57, 60, 62, 63, 74, 77, 88, 89, 91, 9395, 99-101, 105). The nature of polarity scales and their formulation are the
subject of an ongoingdiscussion (e.g. 12, 29, 77, 78). The mainthemeof this
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discussion is howamino acids partition from water into the interiors of
globular proteins. In our treatment a different focus is taken : Weexamine
segments of aminoacid sequences as they interact with the nonpolar region
of a lipid bilayer. Clearly such interactions are dominated by the
hydrophobiceffect and the set of interactions involved is different from that
involved in the complexinterior of a globular protein. Our discussion of
scales focuses on the peculiarities of the lipid-protein interface.
HELICES

IN

LIPID

Theoretical

Considerations

BILAYER

ENVIRONMENTS

Helical structure is knownto be induced in polypeptides in nonaqueous
environments (85, 86). The large free energy cost of transferring
unsatisfied hydrogen bond donor or acceptor from an aqueous to a
nonpolar environment or of breaking such a bond in a nonpolar
environment suggests that hydrogenbonds must be systematically satisfied
as proteins are inserted into a membraneenvironment. In the nonaqueous
interior of a lipid bilayer where the alternative of hydrogen bonding to
water is absent, the energy of each hydrogen bonded pair comparedto the
unpaired state is approximately6 kcal/moi (la), so the lipid environment
extremely unfavorable for unfolding a polypeptide.
Typical energetics for the formation of helices in nonaqueous and
aqueou~ environments and the transfer of a polypeptide between them are
summarizedin Figure 1. In order to evaluate the relative stability of a
transmembrane helix and an unfolded polypeptide in the lipid environment, one must consider at least three factors: hydrogen bonding,
conformation entropy, and van der Waals interactions.
Although the
conformational entropy term favors the unfolded state, it is considerably
smaller than the energy term owing to hydrogen bonding in the lipid
environment as mentioned above. Since an unfolded polypeptide chain can
have manyconformations and a folded helix has a well-defined structure,
the entropy of the folded structure is much lower. The approximate
magnitudeof this term is about 1.25 kcal/mol per peptide bond (69). For
20-amino acid helix about 24 kcal/mol favoring the unfolded state would
result from entropy. In a 20-amino acid transmembranehelix, 16 hydrogen
bonds would form in the nonaqueous region, contributing -96 kcal/mol
favoring the helical conformation. The energy changes due to van der
Waalsinteractions, while important in dictating somedetails of the final
structure, would be small on the scale of energies being considered here
since the unfolded chain would have interactions with solvent that would
be replaced by interactions with itself as it folded. Weconclude that a
20-aminoacid ~-helix wouldhave a total difference free energy of stabiliza-
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tion in the lipid bilayer of approximately 70 kcal/mol comparedwith the
unfolded state (Figure 1).
ff we assume that the 20-residue peptide forms a helix at relatively low
energy cost in an aqueousenvironment(7, 47) and that the side chains of the
helix are nonpolar, then the chain wouldbe morestable by tens of kcal/mol
as a transbilayer helix traversing the nonpolar region of the lipids than it
would be either as a helix or as an unfolded chain in the aqueous
environment (by about 30 kcal/mol in the example shown in Figure 1).
Spontaneous helix formation in water results from a balance of favorable
hydrophobic and hydrogen-bonding energies with unfavorable entropy
contributions (7, 47).
If the alternative, insertion of a hydrophobicchain of aminoacids into a
bilayer followed by folding, is considered, the role of hydrogen bonds
becomes immediately apparent. Completion of the thermodynamiccycle in
Figure 1 results in the conclusionthat the insertion of the unfolded chain is
extremely unfavored (+42 kcal/mol). The total free energy includes
unfavorable hydrogen bond contributions and favorable hydrophobic

Fi~lure I The formation and insertion of a polyalanine helix 20 residues long (21). Weassume
th,at the formation of the helix in solution will be at least marginally stable and thus require
about 0 kcal/mol. The equilibrium free energy for transferring the helix to a position spanning
the, ¯ nonpolar region of a bilayer includes - 32 kcal/mol from the hydrophobiceffect; + 5 kcal/
mol have been included as the entropic term.
The alternative pathwayfrom the unfolded state maybe considered, in which the chain first
inserts and then forms a helix. To obtain free energies for the process, we consider the
combination of chain entropy effects and hydrogen bonding, and obtain an approximate value
of - 70 kcal/mol for the folding of the chain in the nonaqueousenvironment. Completingthe
cycle then gives a value + 40 kcal/mol for the process of movingthe chain from the aqueousto
the nonaqueousenvironmentwithout folding it. It is clear that the process for insertion of a
random polypeptide chain is highly unfavorable, and that somefolding that results in the
formation of hydrogen bonds must occur prior to the entry of the polypeptide into the
nonaqueous environment.
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energies, so the unfavorable hydrogen bond energies are even larger than
the total. Thus, we conclude that a polypeptide coil cannot be inserted into
the bilayer and then fold, but rather a secondary structure must form before
insertion into the bilayer (21, 22). This is the major argumentfavoring the
existence of helical structures in membranes: Partially assembled, hydrophobic helices are energetically favored to insert into the bilayer whereas
randomcoils or partial/~-sheets (e.g. a beta hairpin) are not.
Although in the nonpolar interior of soluble proteins peptide backbone
hydrogenbonds are satisfied by the formation of either ~-helix or fl-sheet
structures, we expect that the helix will be found to be the dominant
secondary structure in lipid bilayers (21, 31, 85, 86). Obviously, a single
crossing of the lipid bilayer can only be achieved by a helix if all H-bonds
are ~o be satisfied. Wehave previously argued (21) that the requirement
cotranslational
insertion (70, 81) and folding of globular membrane
proteins into the lipid bilayer limits the possible secondary structures that
can be inserted to a helical hairpin in most cases. Onecan imaginethat pairs
of amphipathic but hydrophobic helices might be stable both in an aqueous
environment where they are synthesized and in the bilayer where they are
assembled into protein. In aqueous solution, the more polar faces of the
helix pairs can face water, whereasin the bilayer the helices can rotate to
face the polar groups inward, awayfrom lipid (22).
If the alternative of fl-sheet structure is considered, it is clear that
progressive insertion during protein synthesis would be problematical. The
beta strands wouldhave to be inserted as hairpins or single strands in which
manyhydrogen bond donors and acceptors would be left unsatisfied. While
a/~-barrel can be imaginedas a structural alternative to helices (e.g. 31), the
entire barrel wouldhave to form in solution prior to its insertion into the
bilayer. Folding in solution requires that manyhydrophilic residues be
outside the barrel whereas stability in the membraneenvironment requires
the reverse. It maybe that different conditions of polarity, such as the
creation of large aqueous channels, permit alternative structures of this
kind (80, 83). Nonetheless, the use of helical structures as an efficient
strategy for progressively satisfying hydrogen bond requirements in
nonaqueousenvironments leads to the expectation that helices are major
constituents of membraneprotein organization.
Experimentally
Observed Membrane Protein
Secondary
Structures
Present structural data on four polypeptides support the existence of
transbilayer helices. At moderate resolution the bacteriorhodopsin structure shows the presence of seven transmembrane rods that have the
appropriate dimensions and packing to be ~-helices (32, 52). Spectroscopic
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studies suggest the presence of a large amount of helix (58), and the
prevalent interpretation is that the structure contains seven transbilayer
helices. The other three polypeptides are subunits of the photosynthetic
reaction center. The recent determination of the reaction center structure has led to the conclusion that two of the four proteins contain
five transmembrane helices each and a third subunit contains a single
transmembrane helix (14, 15). These appear to be the only structures
traversing the lipid bilayer, althoughthe position of the bilayer is inferred
from the structure in the crystal. In the case of the photosynthetic reaction
center the structure is knownat high resolution and is unambiguous.Thus,
it can be argued that structural data support the presence of 18 helical
segments in three globular and one anchored membraneprotein. These
helices can usefully serve as tests of procedures for defining transmembrane
segments(see below).
It is knownthat other kinds of transmembranestructures exist. Studies of
matrix porin from Escherichia coli outer membranessuggest very strongly
that fl-sheet is the dominantsecondary structural feature (18, 80, 83).
assembly of porin molecules forms an aqueous channel through the lipid
bilayer. As the channel is large and can accommodatemanypolar groups,
there are additional possibilities for a suitable structure that can be
assembled into the bilayer. These possibilities do not exist in a globular
membraneprotein that is surrounded by lipid and that does not contain an
aqueouschannel (or an anchored protein). Weconfine our discussion to the
prediction of helical structures that can be tested using the set of globular
arid anchored membraneprotein structures,

I~ETERMINATION OF HELIX LOCATIONS
FROM SEQUENCE DATA
If one assumesthat transmembranes-helices are present in the structure of
an integral membraneprotein, methods to locate them in the protein
sequence on theoretical grounds would be very useful. Manymethods for
evaluating polarity in amino acid sequences have been developed and
applied (2, 19, 20, 22, 50, 78, 88, 93, 94) following the original approach
Rose & Roy (76, 79). Each uses a progressive analysis in which successive
regions of the polypeptide are evaluated with respect to some scale of
polarity as shown in Figure 2. In the following sections we examine the
polarity scales to determine which are appropriate, consider the choice of
windowlength for the movinganalysis, and present tests of the significance
alad success of the predictions. All the methods have as their goal the
identification of amino acid sequences that are sufficiently hydrophobic
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F~gure2 Schematic representation of the free energy computation for locating helices that
are stable as transmembranestructures. The aminoacid sequence of a protein is arranged as a
continuous s-helix and is movedthrough a nonaqueous window. For each segment of the
polypeptide chain the free energy for transferring the segment from the aqueous to the
nonaqueous environment is calculated. The free energy transfer is plotted versus the Nterminal amino acid in the segment under consideration. In order to represent favorable
insertions as peaksin the graph, the sign for the free energyis reversed, representing the transfer
from the nonaqueous to the aqueous environment.

and sufficiently long (>20 amino acids) to imply the existence of
transmembrane helix.
To frame the discussion of polarity scales we discuss in somedetail the
scale that we have developedduring the past several years (19, 21, 22, 88),
partly because we believe it is the most appropriate scale and partly so we
can use it as a point of reference in our discussion of other scales and
approaches. Weassume that various side-chain components may be
considered separately, that the details of helical structure are important in
establishing an appropriate scale, and that the bilayer interior is a region of
dielectric constant 2 containing no hydrogen bond donors or acceptors.
Appropriate Scales of Hydrophobicity
and Protein Interiors

for Bilayers

There is considerable diversity of opinion concerning the appropriate
choice of polarity scale. Scales have been developed on the basis of
solubility measurements(13, 29, 48, 63, 90), vapor pressures of side-chain
analogs (33, 100-102), and analysis of side-chain distributions with soluble
proteins (11, 29, 39, 40, 74, 79, 99). The use of side-chain distributions
complicated by the fact that hydrophobic residues are frequently found on
protein aqueoussurfaces (72) and by the fact that side chains span regions
different polarity (29, 77). The partition and vapor pressure measurements
differ in that different assumptions arc made concerning an appropriate
analog of the protein dielectric interior. Theseissues have been extensively
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discussed in recent articles (12, 29, 77, 78). It is not surprising that the
interior of a protein presents difficulties for modeling. The dielectric
environment is extremely nonuniform, being influenced by the presence of
many polar groups and hydrogen bond networks; the use of a bulk
dielectric constant cannot represent its detailed fluctuations. It mayprove
necessary, as Guy(29) suggests, to consider a more detailed view of protein
structure involving a distinction betweenthe deep interior and the surface
regions of a protein.
The hydrophobic environment in a membraneinterior is simple competred with a protein interior. The hydrocarbon chains create a comparatively uniform, nonpolar environment. As the environment presents no
hydrogen bond donors or acceptors, and as its dielectric constant is
lower than that of a protein interior (59), scales developed from the
examination of soluble, globular proteins would seem inappropriate for
investigating amino acid side chains exposed to the lipid environment.
Transfer free energy experiments based on the solubility of compoundsin
water and a nonpolar solvent analogous to a lipid bilayer are confounded
by the very low solubility of even moderately polar compoundsin media
having dielectric constants of 2. The small numberof solved structures
creates an inadequate data base for the kind of statistical treatment used in
categorizing side chains in globular soluble proteins. A promising approach
is examination of the partitioning of compoundsbetween an aqueous phase
and the vapor state (33, 102). An alternative approach is the use
theoretical and experimental values for componentsof each aminoacid side
chain to derive a polarity scale (19, 21, 22, 93, 95). These alternatives are
d!iscussed further below.
~[ Polarity

Scale for Identifyin~l

Transrnembrane Helices

The arguments that led to the development of the Goldman, Engelman,
Steitz (GES) hydrophobicity scale (19, 21, 22, 88) are outlined below.
developmentis rather similar to that ofVonHeijne’s early work(93, 94) but
differs in someimportant details that are discussed later.
The major energetic factors favoring the partitioning of an amino acid
si~de chain from aqueous solution into a membranebilayer are hydrophobic
interactions; those factors favoring its solution in the aqueous phase are
interactions of polar and c. harged side chains with water. In order to makea
quantitative estimate of the relative energies involved, the free energy of
transfer of both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic components of each
amino acid from water into oil were assigned. In order to consider the
slpecific case of an or-helical polypeptide in a low-dielectric environment
it is important that the scale be specifically adapted to the details of
such a structure. This presents a dilemma. Since experimental scales have
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previously been based on the properties of individual amino acids in
solubility measurements
(13, 29, 48, 63, 90) or in transfer to the vapor phase
from water (33, 100-102), they do not specifically address the circumstance
of amino acids in helices. However, no experimental scale has been
developedfor helical structures.
Wetherefore developed a mixed scale (19, 21, 22, 88) in which the
nonpolar properties of the amino acids as they exist in a helix were
calculated using a semitheoretical approach that combines separate
experimental values for the polar and nonpolar characteristics of groups in
the aminoacid side chains. This procedure, in essence, divides aminoacids
more finely than a simple consideration of main chain versus side chain
characteristics.
Initially (19, 21, 88) we assumed an average hydrophobicity for a 20residue 0~-helix basedon the surface area of a typical helix. To the favorable
baseline hydrophobicity of - 30 kcal/mol of helix we added the unfavorable
energetic contribution arising from burying the various polar and charged
residues. Use of this scale on the sequer~ce of bacteriorhodopsin showed
seven plausible hydrophobic regions (88). This scale was modified (22;
Goldman,unpublished, 1982) to calculate the hydrophobicities for each of
the 20 aminoacids as they occur in an a-helix.
The hydrophobic component (Table 1) of the free energy of water-oil
transfer can be calculated from the surface area of an aminoacid side chain
in an a-helix (9, 51, 71). Hydrophobic interactions tend to reduce the
nonpolar surface area in contact with water. Their approximate magnitude
has been obtained by measuring the partitioning of compoundsbetween
water and nonpolar solvents. The hydrophobic free energy thus measured
has beenshown(9, 71) to correlate linearly with total surface area in contact
with water (51). Thus, calculation of the total contact surface area of
polypeptide that can be removedfrom interaction with water leads to an
approximate value for the hydrophobic transfer free energy. Wehave used
the surface area computations of Richmond& Richards (73) to obtain the
surface area for each amino acid as it wouldbe exposed in an 0~-helix of
polyalanine. (The solvent-accessible surface varies somewhatin actual
cases, depending on the neighboring residues, but this is a second-order
effect.) The surface areas could then be converted into hydrophobic free
energies (Table 1). In this waythe experimentalfree energies of transfer can
be adapted to the specific case of aminoacids in an ~-helix.
The free energy for inserting charged groups into a bilayer can be
considered as having two components: the energy required to produce
an uncharged species by protonation or deprotonation, and the energy
required to partition the uncharged but polar portions of side chains from
water to the nonaqueous phase (21). Our calculations using the Born
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approximation (5) showed that the transfer of a formal charge from
aqueous to a nonaqueousphase requires very substantial energy, probably
on the order of 40 kcal/mol (21). Recent calculations by Honig &Hubbell
(3:5) have led to a similar conclusion. The alternative of producing the
uncharged species and partitioning it requires 10-17 kcal/mol (21, 35).
Therefore, we consider that potentially charged aminoacids (glutamic acid,
ly:~ine, aspartic acid, histidine, and arginine) will be transferred as the
uncharged species. If we assume that the process occurs at or near
neutrality, we can calculate the energy required for protonation or
deprotonation by assuming a standard pK and a requirement for 99~o
conversion to the uncharged species. The energies obtained are included in
the hydrophilic energies lis~ed in Table 1.
There are also energy costs associated with the transfer of uncharged
polar groups. Theseenergies arise principally from the participation of side
Table 1 Transfer free energies for amino acid side chains in ~-helical
~
polypeptides
Hydrophobic
Phe
Met
lie
Leu
Val
Cys
Trp
Ala
Thr
Gly
Ser
Pro
Tyr
His
Gin
Asn
Glu
Lys
Asp
Arg

- 3.7
- 3.4
-3.1
- 2.8
- 2.6
- 2.0
- 4.9
- 1.6
- 2.2
-- 1.0
- 1.6
-- 1.8
-- 3.7
-- 3.0
- 2.9
-- 2.2
- 2.6
-- 3.7
- 2.1
-4.4

Hydrophilic

3.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
7.0
7.0
10.8
12.5
11.3
16.7

Water-oil
- 3.7
- 3,4
-3,1
- 2.8
- 2.6
-- 2.0
- 1.9
- 1.6
- 1.2
- 1.0
--0.6
0.2
0.7
3.0
4.1
4.8
8.2
8.8
9.2
12.3

~ Valuesare given for the hydrophobicand hydrophilic componentsof the
transfer of aminoacid side chains from water to a nonaqueous
environmentof
dielectric 2. Thehydrophobic
termis basedon a treatmentof the surfacearea of the
groupsinvolved. Thehydrophilicterm principally involvespolar contributions
arising fromhydrogenbondinginteraction. Alsoincludedin the hydrophilicterm
is the energyrequiredto convertthe chargedside chainsto neutral speciesat pH7
(19, 21,22,88).
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Table 2 Approximate water-oil transfer
~
energies for various groups
Group

G (HzO-Oil)

--OH
--NH~
--COOH
C~---O

4.0
5.0
4.3
2.0

331

free

a Valuesare derived principally on the basis of
observations using nonpolar oils. The studies on
whichthey are based are summarized
by Davis (7).

chain groups in hydrogen bonds with water. It is difficult to treat the
hydrogenbonding potential explicitly; one must rely to a large extent on
experimental measurementsbased on the solubility of various compounds.
Fromextensive reviews of the data (13, 91) we conclude that the energies
required for transfer of polar groups from water to oil are approximatelyas
shownin Table 2.
Additional important specific considerations emergeregarding s-helices.
Serine and threonine in s-helical segments of proteins are known to
participate in shared hydrogen bonds with the backbone carbonyl groups
(27). Such sharing reduces the free-energy contribution opposing transfer
from the aqueous environment to the nonpolar region of the membrane.A
further consideration is the interaction of groups along the helical axis,
which is discussed below.
The contributions from different polar interactions were combinedfor
the hydrophilic term in Table 1. The net transfer free energies are the sumof
hydrophobic and hydrophilic components for each amino acid. The scale
uses a finer division of properties than someother scales have employed,
treating the contributions of hydrophobic surfaces and individual sidechain polar groupsseparately. Its strengths are that it specifically addresses
the issue of helical structure and that it is based on a transfer from an
aqueousto a low-dielectric hydrocarbon region. In our discussion of other
approaches below, the GESscale is taken as a point of comparison.
Comparison with Other Polarity

Scales

Wenowconcentrate our attention on other scales that have been developed
for the examination of transbilayer helices. Of greatest importance in our
discussion are the scales of VonHeijne (94, 95) and Kyte & Doolittle (50)
and a scale based on partitioning between water and the vapor phase (33,
100). Other scales have emerged from an examination of partitioning of
amino acids into protein interiors or into more polar solvents such as
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alcohols, e.g. the scales of Nozaki & Tanford (63), Rose &Roy (79),
(29), and Janin (39); these scales are not consideredin detail for the reasons
presented above, the main point being that partitioning of side chains from
water to a protein interior is not equivalent to partitioning of side chains
from water to a lipid environment.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the GESscale (21, 22, 88) with that
VonHeijne (the VHscale). Here we use VonHeijne’s revised scale (93,
since the original scale (95) had several incorrect chemical assumptions.The
GESand VHscales correspond rather closely, with the exceptions of
threonine, serine, proline, and lysine. In the cases of serine and threonine the
differences are accounted for by the consideration in the GESscale of
hydrogen bonds between side chains and main chains within an s-helix.

D

u

t~ GES~EEENEMIES
+ VHFI~EF.NEI~IES
Figure3 Comparison
of the GES(19, 21, 22, 88) and VH(93, 94) scales. [] : GES
energies
; + : VIIfreeenergies.Freeenergies
are represented
onthe verticalaxisin kcal/mol
for
the transfer of eachside chainfroma nonaqueous
to an aqueousenvironment.
Thescalesare
generally
similarwiththe exception
of Set, Thr,Pro,Lys.
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Proline is given a muchmore polar character in the VHscale, as it is
assigned two hydrogenbonds with water. This is incorrect since the only
hydrogen bonding group is the main-chain carbonyl group that is not
satisfied becauseof the closure of the iminoring. Onthe other hand, lysine is
given a more nonpolar character by VonHeijne than aspartic or glutamic
acid. Althoughlysine is more hydrophobic(by ,,~ 1 kcal/mol) than aspartic
or glutamic acids, its pKis further removedfrom neutrality, giving rise to a
hydrophilic componentthat eliminates the difference in our view (at pH
7.0). Withthese qualifications, the VHscale is, on the whole, rather similar
to the GESscale.
A muchused scale is that proposed by Kyte & Doolittle (the KDscale)
(50). In an extensive and carefully reasoned article they examineda number
of alternative polarity scales. A combinationof scales based on the observed
behavior on partitioning
from the aqueous environment to protein
interiors and on water-vapor partition gave the best agreement with known
cases from soluble, globular proteins. Whilethis scale has manyvirtues, it is
clear that the model under consideration does not address accurately the
conformational and environmental aspects we have discussed above.
In Figure 4 the scale derived by Kyte &Doolittle is comparedwith the
GESscale. The moststriking difference is that the polarities of aspartic acid,
glutamic acid, lysine, and arginine are not as strong in the KDscale as in the
GESscale. This is a consequenceof the scaling procedures used by Kyte &
Doolittle to mergedifferent scales in their analysis. As in the case of the
VHscale, the contributions of threonine and serine are considered more
polar than we think appropriate. Further, tryptophan is considered a
substantially or partially polar aminoacid because of the ring nitrogen.
While this may explain why tryptophan is predisposed to orient near
interfaces, the polarity seems inappropriate in terms of the overall
nonpolarity of the side chain. In general, the KDscale is in reasonable
although not detailed agreement with the GESscale on the matter of the
hydrophobic amino acid side chains. The differences, however, have
important consequences in the prediction of transmembrane helices in
cases where polar or potentially charged groups are in regions traversing
the membrane(see below).
A significant contribution has been provided by measurementsof watervapor partition coefficients for model compoundscontaining amino acid
side chain components. Since the vapor state does not provide hydrogen
bonding groups, it would seem to be a good choice as an analog for a
nonpolar bilayer interior. Free energies derived from these measurements
(33, 100) have been mergedand corrected by Kyte &Doolittle (50) to give
vapor-water transfer free energy scale (the VWscale).
Figure 5 shows a comparisonof the VWscale and the GESpolarity scale.
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Somevery large differences are evident. In developing their hydropathy
scale, Kyte & Doolittle found it reasonable to adjust a numberof the VW
w.lues based on chemical arguments. For example, because of the nonpolar
character of its side chain, phenylalanine wouldbe unlikely to have an equal
probability of being found in an aqueous environment and in a membrane
or protein interior. Similarly, on this experimental scale methionine is
found to have a slightly polar character, in contradiction to its occurrence
in the interior of knownproteins and the apparently nonpolar character of
its side chain. Also, cysteine is given a polar character, as is tryptophan.The
cases of threonine and serine are interesting; the magnitudesof polarity are
in agreement with the presumedvalue for the solvation of a hydroxyl group
given in Table 2. Of course, as with the scales previously discussed the
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Figure 4 Comparisonbetween the GESscale and the KDhydropathy scale (50). Values for
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scale).
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structural assumptions regarding a free aminoacid versus an aminoacid in
a helix alter the view of threonine and serine as polar aminoacids. Rather
striking is the extreme polar character accorded tyrosine using the transfer
energy measurements.It is possible that interactions in the vapor phase,
such as the dimerization of carboxylate groups, will distort estimates of the
transfer energy. Furthermore, the present data do not give values for
glycine, proline, or arginine.
While the VWscale appears useful a priori, the measurementsthat have
so far been made using water-vapor transfer have resulted in somewhat
perplexing conclusions concerning polarity. Kyte & Doolittle felt compelled to modifythe direct conclusions from the transfer measurementsand
to reset the point on the scale at whichzero transfer free energy is located.
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energy in kcal/mol.
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Rose et al (77) have noted that these values are not in agreementwith other
measures of polarity or with the observed occurrence of amino acids in
protein interiors. Weagree that somefeatures of the scale derived from
transfer free energies are surprising and that the scale maynot be useful in
efforts to predict transmembranesegments of polypeptide chains.
Polarity scales based on transfer of amino acids from water to various
alcohols have been widely used (33, 63). Guy (29) has summarized
results from a number of experiments of this kind and has put them on a
common
scale for alcohol transfer. A striking fact is that the polar amino
acids are assigned values near zero on this scale. Thus, virtually any
polypeptide would be predicted to partition into a nonpolar phase based on
this analysis. Clearly a restructuring wouldbe needed for such a polarity
scale to be useful in the kinds of scanning proceduresunder consideration in
this article. Moreover, the arguments we have made concerning the suitability of alcohol partitioning measurementssuggest that the scale would
be inappropriate for this application.

Overviewof Polarity Scales
In the foregoing discussion the GESscale was elaborated and compared
with other approaches for the specific case of amino acid side chains in
nonpolar environments.To apply any of these scales to the identification of
transmembrane helices requires additional considerations and a computational approach. By applying the scales to prediction problems, differences in their properties become apparent and arguments concerning
suitability are clarified. The application of scales is discussed below.

USE OF SCALES TO IDENTIFY
ttELICES

TRANSMEMBRANE

The general approach to identifying transmembrane helices that has
emergedin several publications is to use a scanning procedure by which an
aminoacid sequence can be progressively evaluated in terms of its polarity
and hence its tendency to form transbilayer helices. Progressive analysis
was first used in the study of globular, soluble proteins (76). In early
versions, such methods invoked a smoothing algorithm applied to the
detailed, residue-by-residue values of polarity or hydrophobicity. More
recently, the approach taken for studies of membraneproteins has been to
use a windowscan of aminoacid sequences (e.g. 21, 50, 88, 94). In a window
scan, the sum of hydrophobicity or polarity values for a numberof amino
acids is taken progressively through the sequence (Figure 2). A plot is made
of the position of a reference aminoacid, either the first or the middleamino
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acid in the region being summed,versus the value of the summedpolarity or
averagepolarity in the region. The use of such scans involves several choices
of approach. Theseinclude attention to factors that arise as a consequence
of the detailed structural modelunder consideration as well as choice of the
windowlength appropriate for the search.
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Ener~Ietic

Consequences

of Helical

Conformation

In examinationof potential ~t-helical structures, specific considerations of
structural details are important. Twoof these are the polar interactiort of
side chains along the helical structure and the different exposure of side
chains to solvent when a helix is compared to isolated amino acids or
extendedchains. If nearby side chains have the potential to interact in the
nonpolar environment, their interaction will modifythe energy calculation
for a transfer from the aqueous to the nonaqueous environment. For
example,if the side chains of aspartic or glutamic acid are located one turn
of a helix awayfrom the side chains of arginine or lysine, interactions are
possible and expected. Whether such interactions actually involve the
formation of an ion pair or the formation of a strong hydrogenbond (la)
an issue that cannot be addressed with the present information. The reader
is referred to the excellent article by Honig&Hubbellin whichthe issues of
group interactions in a nonpolar environment are treated (35) and to the
review in this volume(36). Thesearticles conclude that the energy required
to transfer polar groups as ion pairs or as strongly hydrogen-bondedstructures is certainly less than that required to transfer the groupsseparately.
At issue is the question of howmuchless energy is neededto transfer ion
pairs. There are examplesin protein structures in which it appears that the
energy needed to transfer an ion pair from the aqueous environment to a
protein interior may be very small. Benzamidine binds strongly to the
catalytic pocket in trypsin. In this case it appears that the cost of forming
the internal ion pair betweenthe amide and a carboxyl group in the active
site is very small (4). Onthe other hand, the treatment of Honig& Hubbell
suggests that 10-15 kcal may be required to move a carboxyl and amino
group as an interacting
pair from the aqueous to the nonaqueous
environment. It is therefore appropriate to include a term in the scanning
procedure to allow for the interaction of polar groups. Wehave suggested
(19, 88) that the value of this term mightbe 5-10 kcal/mol. The exact value
not knownat present. However,some reduction of the energy requirement
of the groups taken separately is appropriate where the groups are located
1,4 or 1,5 in the aminoacid sequence. In the calculations presented below,
the GESscale includes 10 kcal/mol as the contribution from paired amino
and carboxyl groups along a helix.
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Entropy of Immobilization
An additional factor that must be considered in the computation of an
ertergy profile is the entropy of immobilization involved in moving a
macromoleculefrom a solution to a lipid bilayer. Of the six degrees of
freedom a molecule has in solution, three are restricted by binding to the
lipid bilayer. In the case of a loss of all six degrees of freedomin enzyme
substrate interactions, the extreme value for the entropy of immobilization
is thought to be about 20 kcal/mol (65a). The loss of one translational and
two rotational degrees of freedomwouldreduce this value to about 10 kcal!
mol (38). The fact that the macromolecule is not totally immobilized
w:ith the lost degrees of freedom(owing to the fluid character of the lipid
bilayer) meansthat somefurther reduction is in order. Wehave adopted the
use of 5 kcal/mol as the unfavorable free energy term, which represents the
immobilization of a polypeptide chain binding to a lipid bilayer.
Choice of Window Lenoth

and Scanning

Procedures

In choosing a window length for sequence analysis to locate transmembranehelical structures, two factors are important: the hydrophobic
widthof the bilayer itself and the orientation of a possible helix with respect
to the bilayer plane. Progressive sequential analysis requires somedecision
a!; to the length of sequence that will be examinedat each step. In early
alaalyses windowsas short as 7 (50) and as long as 20 aminoacids (88,
were used. Others have adopted smoothing procedures or have used model
functions to smooth the erratic behavior of small averaging windows.
The hydrophobic thickness of a lipid bilayer may vary considerably
depending on the composition of the lipid fatty acyl chains and on the
content of cholesterol. It has been shown, for example, that the hydrophobic thickness of the bilayer is proportional to chain length for fluid
phosphatidylcholine bilayers formed from a series of phosphatidylcholines
with different fatty-acid chain lengths. Thus, the thickness can vary by more
than a factor of two (54). In choosing the length of the test windowit would
be optimal if one knewthe hydrophobie thickness of the particular bilayer
into which a protein was to be inserted. Nonetheless, a typical value for
manylipid bilayers is of the order of 30/~. For an a-helix to span a 30/~
distance, 21 residues are required because the interval between residues
along the helix axial direction is 1.5/~.
If the helix is tilted with respect to the bilayer plane, a longer helix can be
accommodatedin the hydrophobic region. It may be that a protein that
consists of manyhelices contains helices of different tilts, and that a series
of test window dimensions can reveal the presence of more extensive
hydrophobichelices. A final point is that lipid bilayers in the fluid state
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Figure 6 The sequence of cytochromeb5 (87) is analyzed using the KDhydropathy scale and
windowsof 7 (A) and 20 (B) aminoacids. Whena windowof 7 is used, several important peaks
occur in the profile. A lower backgroundprediction is obtained whena 20-amino acid window
is used, dearly contrasting with the experimentally knownC-terminal anchoring region of the
protein.
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appear to be readily distorted (55, 66). Thus, the presence of a helix with
nonpolar dimension that does not match the hydrophobic thickness of the
bilayer maybe accommodatedthrough distortion of the bilayer thickness.
The above discussion suggests that a reasonable choice for the test
windowis on the order of 20 aminoacids, but that no unique numbercan be
readily assigned. It would appear that short windows(on the order of 10
aminoacids) or long windows(on the order of 30 aminoacids) are unlikely
to be optimal choices. It is possible that an inappropriate choice of window
maygive misleading results. Figure 6 shows the sequence ofcytochromebS,
a protein that is anchored by its hydrophobic carboxyl terminus to the
membraneof the endoplasmic reticulum (87). The KDscale was used with
windowof 7 amino acids as Kyte & Doolittle originally specified (50).
peak is seen corresponding to the hydrophobic carboxy terminus, but
additional peaks also appear. If the windowis instead set at 20 aminoacids,
it becomesclear that the truly significant hydrophobic feature is the
carboxy terminus and that the other peaks do not extend above zero.
Comparison of Scales
If a membrane-traversing region is extremely hydrophobic in character,
virtually any scale will reveal its presence. Difficulties arise, however,in
cases in which a helix contains some polar amino acids. Since the
partitioning of helices is so strongly favored by the presence of exclusively
nonpolar amino acids, stable structures are possible in which one or
more amino acids in the middle of an otherwise nonpolar helix have
strongly polar character (21). An example of this kind is provided
bacteriorhodopsin.
Figure 7 showsanalyses of the bacteriorhodopsin sequence (46, 64) using
the KDscale, the GESpolarity scale, and the VWscale. The analyses shown
in Figure 7 B, C, and D were each carried out with a windowof 20 amino
acids. It is evident that the analysis using the KDscale leads to a clear
identification of only two helices; the other five expected helices are much
less plainly revealed except as broad maxima.The VWscale gives only five
l~eaks, and the values are radically shifted so that the free energies would
lead to the prediction that the structures are unstable with the possible
exceptions of one helix. Using the GESscale, seven distinct peaks separated
by clear minima are observed.
Figure 7 Different analyses of the sequence of bacteriorhodopsin. Aand B showthe effect of
using the KDscale and windowsof 7 and 20 aminoacids respectively. The appropriate choice
of 20 does not reveal manyof the helices nor does the choice of 7. C and Dshowthe application
of the VWand GESscales respectively, each with a windowof 20. The VWscale, while
revealing manyof the helices in profile, appears far too negative in predicting stability. The
GESscale, on the other hand, shows seven well-defined maximawhich are thought to
correspond to the seven helices present in the structure (see Figure 12).
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Figure 8 shows analyses of the sequence of glycophorin (92), which
knownto span the red cell membrane(6), using the three scales and
windowof 20 aminoacids. In this case, where a very strongly nonpolar helix
appears to be present, each scale gives a clear identification.
All these scales give, as expected, very similar results for the cases in
wlhich helices can be identified on the basis of inspection for nonpolar
aminoacids. The moredifficult task of identifying helices that contain polar
aminoacids or that are not separated by clearly or strongly polar regions
appears to be best accomplished using the GESscale.
Significance

of Peaks in the Sequence Analysis

Given a choice of scale and window,the question arises of howpeaks in the
analysis are to be interpreted. Aninteresting test of the magnituderequired
for a peakto be biologically significant uses a series of deletion mutationsin
the anchoringpeptide of the vesicular stomatitis viral coat protein (1). This
protein appears to be anchored by a single 20-amino acid membranespanning sequence near its carboxy terminus (42, 75). Using genetic
techniques several altered forms have been produced in which the hydrophobic region of the presumedanchor sequence has been varied in length
and the cellular location of the modified protein has been determined.
Figure 9 shows the relative membranestabilization calculated for the
different modified coat proteins using a windowof 20 amino acids and
the GESscale. Rose and colleagues have determined the disposition of
the different modified proteins (1) and have found that reduction of the
anchoring sequence to 8 amino acids does not anchor the protein. However,
proteins with a hydrophobie sequence of 14 or more aminoacids are dearly
anchored. With an anchor sequence of 12 amino acids, the protein appears
to bind well in cytoplasmic membranesbut only sparingly in the plasma
membrane(which may be thicker). Wecan therefore say from inspection
Figure 9 that the peak corresponding to 20 kcal/mol appears to correlate
with stable insertion and anchoring of the membraneprotein.
It is not the ease, however, that all proteins containing hydrophobic
sequences identified in this way are membrane-spanningor, indeed, even
membrane-associated proteins. An example is the sequence of trypsinogen
(~.0), which is analyzed in Figure 10. Here a clear hydrophobic stretch
identified that, were it known to be a membrane protein, would be
suspected as a transmembrane segment. Trypsinogen is, of course, a
secreted, soluble protein. It is hazardous to assumethat proteins that show
peaks of about 20 kcal/mol must be integral membraneproteins.
Wehave confined our attention to prediction methods using polarity
scales to identify nonpolar helices. Additional transmembranestructures
maybe found wherethe constraints are different, as in assemblies that form
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Figure8 Thesequenceof glycophorin
(92) is examined
using the KD,VW,andOESscales.
Eachscale revealsthe transmembrane
regionof the polypeptide.
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FigureI0 Thefree energyprofile for trypsinogen(4) determinedusing a window
of 20 amino
acids and the GESscale. Notethat a strongly hydrophobicpeakexists near the significance
level.
aqueous pores. In recent years there have been a number of efforts to
examine the possible presence of amphiphilic helices that may provide
polar pores (17, 24, 28). These have led, for example, to detailed models for
the disposition of chains in the acetylcholine receptor (24, 26, 68). Some
the predictions have been criticized on statistical
grounds (25). A major
difficulty is how to distinguish whether a potential amphiphilic helix exists
in the bilayer as part of a pore or in a soluble globular domain, since most
helices in soluble proteins are amphiphilic (82). While these efforts may
reveal additional aspects of membrane protein structure,
we cannot test
these aspects in the absence of well-established
structural observations;
consequently, our decision has been to set them aside until their veracity
can be tested experimentally.
Segments of an amino acid sequence that form two closely spaced helical
regions with a turn between them may not be readily identified as a helix
pair by any of the procedures described above. If the region between the
helices contains no amino acids of strikingly polar character, the turn may
not be revealed. This does not mean that the ends of the helices are nonpolar
or that the turn is unstable. It is well knownthat in the region in which a
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helix ends, a fractional charge exists as a consequenceof charge separation
in the peptide bonds aligned along the helix (34, 84, 96). Furthermore, the
hydrogen bond donors or acceptors are not satisfied
by backbone
acceptors or donors. Not only does this render the end of the helix strongly
polar [and suggest that helix ends will not be found in the interior of
membranebilayers (21, 31)] but the polarity produced in this way would
not be revealed by the progressive analysis employedin scanning sequences
for the polar characteristics of the amino acid side chains present. The
st:ructure of the inserted portion of the cytochrome b5 molecule is not
known,but a hairpin of helices would not be excluded merely by the fact
that two distinct peaks are not seen in the analysis shownin Figure 7.

TESTS OF PREDICTIONS
STRUCTURES

USING KNOWN

While there are manyproteins, such as the red cell membraneglyco.phorin
(92), for which the transmembranestructure is strongly implied by a range
of data (e.g. 6), in only a fewcases is helical structure established with a high
level of confidence. The best-established examplesare found in the structure
of the photosynthetic reaction center of Rhodopseudomonas
viridis, which
has recently been determined at high resolution (14, 15). The macromolecular assembly consists of four polypeptide chains; two of these (L and M)
are globular integral membrane proteins and one (H) is an anchored
membrane
protein. While the sequences of the R. viridis proteins are not yet
published, they are highly homologous(61 ; H. Michel, personal communication) to the sequences of photosynthetic reaction centers from other
organismssuch as R. capsulata (104). The crystal structure showsa region
which bundles of helices traverse an apparently nonpolar region. Although
the structure was crystallized in the presence of detergent and not in the
presence of phospholipid, the distribution of polar and nonpolar groups
suggests that a defined, region containing a numberof helices spans the
membrane.Using the published sequences of the R. capsulata subunits it is
therefore possible to construct a test of the prediction methods.
All of the putative membrane-spanninghelices observed in the crystal
structure are predicted from the hydrophobicity analyses of the sequences.
¯ Figure 11 shows the sequence analysis for the L, M, and H subunits made
using the GESscale and a windowof 20 amino acids. Four helices each are
Figure11Sequences
for the H, L, and Msubunitsof the photosyntheticreactioncenter.
Sequences
of R. capsulata(104),the GESscale, anda window
of 20aminoacids wereused
examine
the structure.Onetransmembrane
helix is predictedfor the Hsubunit,andfive for
boththe L and Msubunits.
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suggested by broad maximain both the L and Mcases, and a fifth helix is
suggested by a relatively sharp maximumbetween the first two broad
maxima.In the L subunit there is an additional peak that is at the marginof
significance and is located near the first sharp peak. It does not correspond
to a transmembranehelix in the structure. The H-subunit profile shows a
single broad maximumsuggesting a single transmembrane helix. The
maximafrom the polarity profiles were used for the predictions shownin
’T~,ble3.
Also in Table 3 are the positions of helices in R. viridis established from
the crystal structure of Deisenhoferet al (14, 15). The agreementis striking.
Of the 220 aminoacids assigned by the polarity profile to 11 helices, it
appears that only 2 aminoacids lie outside of the helices that are actually
found in the protein structures. The observed helices are actually somewhat
longer than the scanning windowof 20 residues. This is not surprising, since
the actual helices mayhave hydrophilic extensions beyondthe region of the
nonpolar lipid bilayer. As these sequences contain very nonpolar regions
with few polar aminoacids, helix predictions are relatively insensitive to the
choice of scale used (see above). The agreement between the predicted and
established transmembrane helix location is striking and is highly encouraging for those who wish to apply prediction methods to membrane
protein sequences.
Table 3 Comparison of predicted and observed membrane spanning
ahelices in photosynthetic reaction centers
Subunit
L

M

H

Helix

Predicted

Observed

A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E
A

32-51
84-103
116-135
175-194
233-252
52-71
111-130
148-167
206-225
267-186
12-31

32-55
84-112
115-140
170-199
225-251
52-78
110-139
142-167
197-225
259-285
12-37

a Predictionsare basedon the energyplots shownin Figure11. Theyare based
on the aminoacid sequencesfromR. capsulata(I04), whichare knownto be highly
homologous
to thoseofR. viridis (61). Thestructures of the subunitsare known
highresolutionfor R. viridis (14, 15) andthe transmembrane
helices are located
shown.It is to be expectedthat actual helicesmaybe longerthanthosepredictedon
the basis of spanningthe nonpolarregionof the lipid bilayer.
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Althoughit is less well established, the structure of bacteriorhodopsin
also provides a test of predictive methods. The structure is knownto
contain seven transmembranehelices (32, 52), and use of the current GES
polarity scale on the sequence showedseven nonpolar regions (19, 22, 88),
suggesting the locations of such helices in the aminoacid sequence (Figure
7). The first hydrophobicity analysis of the baeteriorhodopsin sequence was
performed using the earlier version of the GESscale (88). This analysis
prompted a revision in the proposed positions of helices F and G in the
sequence from the original model(20). While the application of the initial
scale suggested locations for all seven helices, the current scale more
convincingly delineates the existence and positions of helices C and G.
Subsequentexperiments have been consistent with and thus support the use
of the computer-generatedmodel. While the exact sequence locations of the
helices in the actual structure are not known,a numberof recent chemicalmodification and protease-digestion studies narrow the possible locations
substantially (8, 16, 26, 37, 41, 56, 65, 97, 98). Thereremains someambiguity
in the precise location of the short loop connectinghelices F and G, but the
water-accessible portions of the rest of the sequence are well defined. The
regions that are predicted and those that are defined by various modification and digestion studies are comparedin Figure 12. As with the ease of
the photosynthetic reaction centers, the agreementis excellent.

CONCLUSIONS
Weconclude that the prediction of regions of integral membraneprotein
polypeptide sequences that span the nonpolar region of the membraneas
helical structures is soundand useful.
Where membraneproteins have extremely nonpolar regions as transbilayer elements, virtually any scale of polarity can reveal their presence.
Onthe other hand, if polar groups are present, scales that take into account
the details of helical structure and transfer from water to a lipid bilayer
interior are more successful in revealing important possible helices. Of the
scales developed, the GESscale is most appropriate (see Table 1).
Scanning procedures should employ a windowof a length approximating the hydrophobicdimensionof a lipid bilayer. Whilethis is a variable, a
value of 20 aminoacids is a reasonable choice.
Using studies with altered protein sequences, it is possible to establish
that a peak of about 20 kcal/mol on the GESscale with a windowof 20
aminoacids is a significant feature. However,it is important to note that
not all polypeptide sequences that contain such features have membranespanning helices; somesoluble proteins mayinclude features of this kind,
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’29

1~5-1~9

’ 44

PREDICTED

c

HELICES

4-7
214
1-3

154

101

71-72
72-7~

l?O I

DI

132-135
129
131
133

194

DBBEI~UED BBUEDUB MDDIFICRTIDNB
Fi!lure
12 Predicted
andobserved
features
of bactedorhodopsin
topology.
Sevenhelices
are
pr,.~dicted on the basis of the GESscale (19, 22, 88 ; Figure 7). The predicted hydrophobic
regions are indicated on the presumed transmembrane helices, indicated by the amino acid
sequence numbers. Modifications using reagents active in the aqueous phase should reveal the
regions between predicted helices. Such reagents include enzyme,lactoperoxidase-catalyzed
iodination, and antibody binding. Experimentally observed modifications are showneither as
spans of aminoacids in the case of enzymecleavages or as single aminoacids in the cases of
modificationor antigenic identification (8, 16, 26, 37, 41, 56, 65, 97, 98). The prediction of helix
B has two possible extremes; that which is preferred on the basis of experimental observation
is shown. Somedebate concerning the location of helix F continues, and recent antibody
experiments suggest that the helix may be located a few amino acids toward the amino
terminus from the location shownhere. The loop between helix C and D is short, and maynot
be accessible to the reagents used.

and extramembrane domains of membraneproteins may also include such
structures. Caution is therefore recommendedin the absence of confirmatory evidence.
The most striking observation, however, is that all of the known
transbilayer structural elements in helical membraneproteins are accurately predicted by the polarity analysis we discuss in this article. It
appears that the prediction of some secondary structural elements of
membraneproteins may be, in this sense, more successful than that of
proteins in the aqueousmilieu.
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